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STRAIGHT -wEB Y -SECTION STIFFENERS 
By Norris F. Dow and William A. Hic1anan 
SUMMARY 
Direct-reading design charts are presented for 75S-T aluminum-alloy 
flat compression panels having longitudinal straight-web Y-section 
stiffeners. These charts make possible the direct determination of 
the stress and all the panel proportions required to carry a given 
intensity of loading with a given skin thickness and effective length 
of panel. 
INTRODUCTION 
Design charts for wing compression panels have been going through 
a process of development since the introduction of the parameter 
intensity-of-loading divided by effective-length-of-panel (references 1 
and 2). This parameter was originally conceived for use in measuring 
the relative structural efficiency of different types of construction, 
and it has been so used by a number of investigators- (See, for example, 
reference 3.) It was also found to have particular value for use in 
design charts for longitudinally stiffened compression panels (refer-
ences 4 and 5) - Design charts of the type presented in references 4 
and 5 fell short of maximum utility, however, because they did not 
permit the direct selection of panel proportions to meet the principal 
design conditions - intensity of loading, skin thickness, and effective 
length of panel. In order to increase the usefulness of such charts, 
a summary type of plot was proposed in reference 6 for use with them-
This plot made possible the direct determination of the stress that 
could be carried by minimum-weight panels and one of the panel 
proportions required to achieve minimum weight, namely, the ratio of 
stiffener thickness to skin thickness- The other panel proportions, 
however, could not be found directly-
In the present paper, design charts are presented which permit 
the direct determination of all the panel proportions required to achieve 
minimum weight, as well as all the proportions other than those for 
minimum weight which will also meet the given design conditions. These 
charts are therefore useful not only for finding minimum-weight 
""-------~~~---------- - ---
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proportions but also for studying the effect, of changing the design 
conditions) or for selecting proportions) other than those for minimum 
weight) which may be more suitable for a particular application. 
SYMBOIS 
The symbols used for the panel dimensions are given in figure 1. 
In addition) the following symbols are used: 
c coefficient of end fixity as used in Euler column formula 
d rivet diameter) inches 
L length of panel) inches 
p rivet pitch) inches 
Pi compressive load per inch of panel Width) kips per inch 
r all fillet radii) inches 
t cross-sectional area per inch of panel width) expressed as an 
e~uivalent or average thickness, inches 
p radius of gyration) inches 
crf average stress at failing load, ksi 
crcr stress for local buckling of sheet) kai 
crcy compressive yield stress) ksi 
DIRECT -READING -DESIGN CHARTS 
Direct-reading design charts for 75S-T aluminum-alloy flat compres-
sion panels with longitudinal straight -web Y-section stiffeners having 
the properties and proportions given in tables 1 to 6 are presented in 
two forms in figures 2 to 11. In the first form (figs. 2 to 6)) the 
design conditions of intensity of loading, effective length of panel, 
and skin thickness are incorporated in the ordinate Pilts and the 
Pi 
abscissa LI Vc' This form; having the design conditions incorporated 
in the ordinate and abscissa) is the more useful for most design purposes 
because the curves are more widely spaced and interpolation is more 
straightforward. In the second (alternate) form (figs. 7 to 11)) the 
average stress at failure crf is plotted against Pilts as was done 
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in the summary plots of reference 6. This alternate form, having the 
stress - an inverse measure of weight for a given load - as ordinate, 
3 
is the more useful .for making generalizations and comparisons of struc -
tural efficiency because it shows how near~ the stress actual~ carried 
approaches the upper limit corresponding to the stress that would be 
achieved by a pure shell construction if a pure shell could carry the 
load withOQt failure. This upper limit of stress is represented by the 
Pi 
lines for ar = ~ (infinite stiffener spacing) in figures 7 to 11. 
S 
Values of the ratios of stiffener thickness to skin thickness twits, 
average spacing of rivet lines to skin thickness Sits (because there 
are two rivet lines associated with each Y-section, the stiffener spacing 
equals 2S), and height of stiffener to stiffener thickness H/tw, which 
will satisfy the design conditions, may be found directly from these 
charts, and the corresponding section properties tits, hits, and pits 
may be found from tables 2 to 6. In the first form of design chart 
(figs. 2 to 6) dashed lines are used to indicate values of average stress 
at failure crf; whereas, on the alternate form of design chart (figs. 7 
to 11) dashed lines are used to indicate values of P/i. In both forms 
_ Lfc 
the value of af corresponding to the point at which each curve is cut 
by a short heavy line is used to represent the value of the stress for 
looal buckling acr for the proportions represented by that curve. For 
H S 6 example, the value of acr for tw = 33.8 and ts = l.~ in figure 2 
is approximately 56 ksi. (?nlY a very short panel of these proportions 
would buckle before failure - one having a value of ~ > 0.52.\ If 
L/fC I 
the value of acr is so low that the short heavy line would fall outside 
the boundaries of the chart, a numerical value of acr is given and is 
associated with the proper proportions by a leader to the curve. The 
panel proportions which have minimum weight are indicated on both forms 
of these charts by the use of colors as follows: 
(1) If the proportions correspond to a blue region , they are the 
proportions which give the lightest possible 75S-T Y-stiffened panel 
which will meet the design conditions 
(2) If the proportions correspond to a red region, they are the 
lightest possible at the ratiol of stiffener thickness to skin thickness 
given by that particular chart, but some other thi ckness ratio would give 
a lighter design 
(3) If the proportions correspond to a white region, the proportions 
meet the design conditions, but they are not the lightest which will 
meet the conditions 
Because in many cases the proportions may be varied somewhat from 
those indicated by the red and blue regions with little change in the 
l 
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value of the stress that can be carried, too much importance should not 
be attached to the exact proportions indicated by the colors to have 
minimum weight. In any particular case for which a deviation from the 
minimum-weight proportions is made, however, caution dictates th~t the 
weight penalty associated with this deviation be determined. 
The development of the direct-reading charts is described in the 
appendix. 
USE OF THE DIRECT-READING DESIGN CHARTS 
The manner of using the direct-reading design charts depends in 
some measure on the desired degree of precision of interpolation among 
the curves. For many purposes, interpolation by inspection is of 
adequate accuracy , and the use of the charts requires only the calcula-
Pi 
tion of the values of the design parameters Pilts and to permit 
L/{C 
the desired proportions to be read directly from the curves. The propor-
tions for minimum weight, moreover, may be found directly as those 
corresponding to the blue region on the curves. 
If more accurate interpolation is 
made of H/tw, af' and acr against 
and ~ 1:l.Ild the proportions can be 
L/Vc 
desired, a plot can readily be 
Sits at the given values of 
picked from it. (This plot is 
similar to that which results from the use of the minimum-weight design 
procedure with the previously available design charts, references 4 to 6.) 
On a plot of this type, the proportions for minimum weight correspond 
to those associated with the highest value of ~f. 
As a check on the accuracy of interpolation, the cross-sectional 
area per inch of width of the design may be determined from the values 
of tits given in tables 2 to 6 and the value of the intensity of loadine 
that can be carried on this cross -sectional area per inch at the value 
of af given by the charts may then be compared with the design value 
of Pi. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPlE 
In order to illustrate the use of the direct-reading design charts 
and the simplici ty of the computations associated with them compared with 
those r equi r ed with previous charts, a panel will be designed for minimum 
weight to meet the same principal design conditions used to illustrate 
the de sign procedures in reference 4, namely: 
1. Intensity of loading Pi = 3.0 kips per inch 
2 . Skin thickness ts = 0.064 inch 
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As was pointed out in reference 6, an intensity of loading as small as 
3.0 kips per inch may require a stiffener thickness smaller than can be 
successfully extruded. The value of Pi of 3.0 kips per inch is retained 
for the example, however, in order to provide a ready comparison with 
the examples of reference 4. 
First the values of are calculated 




= 0.15 ksi 
Then a trial value of twits 1s assumed (for the example ~ = 0.51 
will be used). In the chart for this value of tw/t~ (fig. 3) the points 
corresponding to the design values of pi/ts and _i_ lie above the 
) 
Live 
red line at 1! ~ 44.6 (or bw ~ 24 and below the red line at tw- tw-~ . ~ 49. 9 (or ~ ~ 27). Accordingly, the value of R/tw for minimum 
weight for tw = 0.51 lies between 44.6 and 49.9 and, because these 
values are e!~ablished by red lines, not blue lines, some value of twits 
other than 0.51 will give less weight. Inspection of the charts for 
other values of twits reveals that at the given design values of pi/ts 
and ~ the blue region ·lies between ~ = 49.9 and tb = 60.7 and 
L I{c H w tw _ 4 w 
is very near to tw = 55·3 in the chart for ts - O. O. By interpolation, 
the panel proportions corresponding to this blue region are found to be 
~ ~ 55, ~ ~ 32 .5, bwt ::::: 30, bS ~ 51, crf ~ 34 ksi, and O'cr ~ 16 ksi. wsw ts 
These proportions, then, are those for minimum weight. The actual pant' 
dimensions can be calculated from these proportions as 
tw 
tw 
= - ts ts 
= 0.40(0.064) 
~ 0.025 inch 
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H 
= 55(0.025) 
= 1.38 inches 
32 ·5( 0.064) 
= 2.08 inches 




= 0.241 inch 
p 
P ts ts 
= 6·90(0.064) 
= 0.442 inch 
In order to illustrate the use of the direct-reading design charts 
when more accuracy than that corresponding to interpolation by inspection 
is desired, a plot has been made (fig. 12) of the values of crf' acr ' 
and H/tw given by the charts at the design values of pilts 
Pi 
and L/vc. The proportions which give the highest value of crf can be 
readily selected from a plot of this kind. (For the example these 
proportions are so nearly the same as were obtained by inspection that 
the values will not be repeated; however, the flatness of the curve of 
crf against Sits in fig. 12 shows that, for a fairly wide range of 
proportions for this particular deSign, the stress that could be 
carried would be substantially the same as that for minimum weight.) 
- --------- -- ----
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As a check on the accuracy of interpolation, the magnitude of ~/ts 
for these proportions can be determined from table 2 and multiplied by 
the values of ts and ITf for the design. This produc t should be 
equal to the design value of Pi. For the example 
Gf = 34 ksi 
t 
ts = 1-377 
and 
t 
cr -- +~ - 34(1.377)(0.064) ftS"O-
= 3.0 kips per inch 
which agrees with the design value of Pi originally assumed. 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va., March 16, 1948 
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APPENDIX 
DEVELOPMENT OF DIRECT -READING DESIGN CHARTS 
In order to be Qirect -reaQing, a Q8sign chart neeQs to incorporate 
all the principal design conditions into its parameters. Previous 
design charts, such as those of references 4 to 6, have incorporated 
only the design conditions of compressive load per inch of panel p . 
width Pi and effective length of panel L/JC in the parameter L/~ 
Consequently, such charts cannot be used to find a design directly if 
a particular skin thiclmess is specified. Because of the trend toward 
higher speeds and thinner wings and the accompanying requirement of 
a fairly thick skin to provide high torsional stiffness, the skin 
thiclmess tends to become one of the prinCipal design conditions, and 
hence it too should be incorporated into the parameters used for design 
charts· In reference 7 a suitable parameter incorporating the skin 
thiclmess was found to be Pi/ts. The design charts of references 4 
to 6 may be converted, therefore, to incorporate the skin thiclmess into 
their parameters if values of Pi/ts are found which correspond to the 
P. 
- l 
values of Gf and Live given by the curves of the charts. These 
values of Pi/ts are established by the fact that both the stress Gf 
and the intensity of loading Pi represented by the curves of these 
previous charts always correspond to failure of the panel. In other 
words, on any curve in the chart.s 
:J,. 
t 
where t is the cross-sectional area per inch of panel width expressed 
as an equivalent or average thiclmess. 
If both sides of this equation are multiplied by t and QivideQ 
by the skin thiclmess ts (values of tits are tabulateQ in references 4 
to 6 for the panel proportions covereQ by the associated design charts), 
values of the parameter Pi/ts are 
The curves of the previous Qesign charts (references ~ to 6) 
Pi 
accordingly can be replotteQ either with their abscissa LIve replaceQ 
by pi/ts (figs. 7 to 11) to give the same type of plot used for the 
I 
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summary charts of reference 6, or with the ordinate crf replaced by 
P. 
Pilts while Life is retained as abscissa (figs. 2 to 6). Any point 
on one of the replotted curves then represents a panel design which 
satisfies the three conditions of intensity of loading, skin thickness, 
and effective length of panel. A locus of points for minimum weight 
can be found, moreover, by a systematic study and can be indicated on 
the charts, so that designs having the proportions re~uired for minimum 
weight may be found directly. 
9 
The direct-reading design charts presented herein as figures 2 to 6 
are cross-plotted, as just described, from figures 12 to 16 of refer-
ence 6 for 75S-T aluminum-alloy straight-web Y-stiffened panels. 
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TABLE 1. - MATERIAL PROPERTIE3 AND PROPORI'IONS OF 
75S-T ALUMINUM-ALLOY PANElS HAVING 
STRAIGHT -WEB Y -SECTION STIFFENERS 
~or details of stiffener proportions and diameter 
and pitch of rivets, see tables 2 to 6; for panel 
dimensions, see fig. lJ 
Material properties 
Aluminum alloy crcy (ksi) 
Sheet 758 -T Alclad 67·3 
Stiffeners 75S -T 78.2 
Proportions 
bw H 
-, = 0.56tw - O.&) 
tw 
H bw 
tw = 1·79W + 1.6 
b8 28 ~ H vtw ts = ts - O. 5~ + 3·7 ts 
S bs 
ts = 0·5 ts + E'52~ + 2'V~ 
11 
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TABLE 2.- Y-PANEL mOPERTIES ~=0.40; ~=9 . ~; ~=1.04; ~=1. 06; ~= 0 .94; ~=2.1~; ~=0.69; fw=l; tg=1.5; fs=4.~ 
I~:m U5~ i:m U~~ i:;9~ i:~5 ~:m U~~ U3~ U4~ ~:.m ~:m U~g U9g 111 .. ·~oo9101 111'.·ioo~g 
1.338 1.3~0 1.362 1.3tl, 1.385 1.397 1.~OO 1.~19 1.~30 1.44<> 1.~~1 1.1161 1.~~1 1.~81 4 4 
t Lm U3g ~:m U5~ Lm U~i Lm i:~~ un ~'m U3~ t:m U5~ Ul~ ~:~~ h~~ 
tS IU~~ Uii i:m U;5 i:m U54 i:m U~~ U~e u ge U~~ ~:m i:m ~:m U~~ U5g 
1.289 1.300 1.310 1.321 1.331 1.341 1. 351 1.361 1.371 1.380 1.390 1.399 1.~8 i:~4 1.~26 1. 435 
Ut6 U~6 U~ U~g U~ i:H9 Lm ~:m Lm U~~ ~:m i:m i:m 1:391 U~6 i:~~ 
IU5~ i:m U~~ U~~ U§6 U9§ U~~ i:m i:m i:m ua; i:m uz~ U~9 i:m i:m 
1.2~ 1.25~ 1.263 1.272 1.282 1.290 1.299 1.308 1.317 1.325 1.334 1.342 1.350 1.35t 1.366 · 1.374 
1.~~7 1.~~I 1.256 1.~~~ 1.273 1.~~f 1.22~ 1'~2? 1.~~~ 1.1!~ 1.~~~ 1.~~~ 1.~~ 1.~~~ q?~ 1.~~~ 1.2)11.2» 1.248 1.201 1.266 1.2,~ 1.28) 1.2~1 1.2~~ 1.,0, 1.,1~ 1.,2, 1.,,1 1.,,~ 1.,4, 1."~ 
'Ui~ U~~ U~~ U~ tm i:m i:m Lm ~:m u~a U9i ~:~~ U~~ Uitt i:m U~~ 1.~~ 1.212 1 .220 1.228 1.2~~ 1.~~} 1.251 1.2~2 1.~~~ 1.273 1.~~1 1.~~~ 1.222 q~~ 1.~~ 1)16 
1.h6 1.20~ 1.212 1.220 1.22, 1.2,~ 1.242 1.24~ 1.2" 1.264 1.2,1 1.2,8 1.28" 1.2,2 1.2" 1. ,06 
li:i:5 i:i§6 i:i97 U~~ ~:m Lm i:m i:m U~ i:m ~:m U~6 Lm Lm U~§ i:m 
1.177 1.18~ 1.191 1.198 1.205 1.212 1.218 1.225 1.232 1.238 1.21>5 1.252 1.258 1.264 1.271 1.277 
1.171 1.::'78 1.185 1.192 1.198 1.205 1.212 1.218 1.225 1.231 1.237 1.244 1.250 1.256 1.262 1.269 
~.393 ~.68~ ~.97~ 5.266 5.560 5.~~6 6.133 6.~27 6.725 7.003 7.299 7.5857.8798.1588.1>44 8.708 
~.361 ~.650 ~.9~ 5.232 5.52~ 5.809 6.094 6.390 6.686 6.966 7.247 7.5~5 7 . 8~ 8.118 8.~02 8.667 
lj'~~2 ~.~~6 ~.~~? ~.197 ~.~8 ~.nl 6.058 6.~?2 6.6~I 6.925 7.221 7.506 7.801 8.077 8.361 8.628 
4.211 ~.:;>8~ ~.811 .2.160 ".'1')1 ".,,6 6.021 6.)1~ 6.60~ 6.887 7.1el 7.466 7.760 8.0'17 5.121 8.~88 I;::m 'i;:m U6~ §:~~~ §:3~~ n~ n~9 tm tm tm n~6 t:3~~ rm u§~ tm u: 
~.~~ ~.~~? ~'Z75 t·~~ ?~?o ?~~~ ?~~~ 6.~~~ 6.4~~ 6·E? Z·~~9 z.Z?~ I.. 643 Z.919 u~~ 8.~~~ ~.1" 4.~~8 ~.,44 ~.02~ ~.)16 ~.~~8 ~.8,8 6.1,1 6.~6, 6.,,8, .0,1 ,. ,!, {.604 , .881 8.16~ 8.~)0 I:::m ng6 q~~ ng~ §:m ~:m U~~ ~:m t~~~ tm tm ?':m q~~ U~ ~:~~f U~a 
~.090 ~.}69 ~.651 ~.935 5.221 5.500 5.780 6.066 6.357 6.632 6.921 7.203 7. 9~ 7.764 8.051 8.31 
4.~§~ 4.~~! 4.§~~ q~? ~.~~~ 2'~I 2.7~I 6.033 q~~ 6.~~~ 6.~~~ 7.170 7.~57 7.n8.~~~ 8.278 
4.0" 4. 'b . . ~."~, ~.8,6 ".1"~ " . ~" ".71, 6 000 6.2~0 6.",,~ 6.8", 7.n2 7.~22 ·7.6~6 7.~,6 8.2~ 
1;:9~7 4:~~~ 4:m 4:m §:~~ §:j~~ ~:~5~ §:m U~~ U~~ tm t:gg3 H56 U~~ n~~ ~:m 
3.959 ~.233 ~.509 4.789 5.0665 ~.344 5.620 5.903 6.192 6.462 6.751 7.029 7.316 7.589 7.870 8.130 
~'2~~ ~.20B 4 . ~~ ~'Z?2 2-G~1 .31~ ~'~~2 ~.8~~ 6.157 6.~32 6.7~1 6'2~~ 7.2~! 7.??~ Z'~~2 8·~22 
.e... '",""' ~.1~2 ~.~"8 ~.'" ~.(l10 . 28~ ".""' ".84, 6126 6.400 6.68" 6 . ~6, 7.24, 7."1, ,.", 8.0", 
ts ~:~~7 ;;:~g' 4:355 4:6~9 4:§6f H7~ n~~ ~:m tgg§ U~§ n5~ ~:m t:m ng~ U~~ t:m 
3. 772 ~.039 ~.301> ~.577 ~.849 5.117 5.387 5.666 t9~7 6.212 6.496 6·769 Z.050 7·319 7.595 7.856 tm tm Ufg tt:m t~~ ~ ·gn ~:m tm ~:m u§~ tm U~~ d~ ~:m nl~ ~:m 
~:~~ U~~ :::m n~ :::m :::m §:m §:m ~:m t9;g U~~ tm I U~~ t':m t:;I U~a 
3.571 3.825 ~.083 4 . 343 4.612 4.868 5.131 5.1103 5.677 5.935 6.213 6.479 6.75} 7.017' 7.287 7.5~3 ~·m H~2 ~.O~ ~.306 ~'2~~ ~.~~~ ;1. 087 2·m ?'~~1 2'~~? 6.156 6·~n 6.62§ 6·2?9 z·~~? I Z· 485 ,.4~, ,.,4, 4.00) ~.262 ~.~2~ ~.((~ ~.042 ~.,o, ,.OI~ ~.8" 6.10~ 6.)6~ 6.64) 6 .. ~06 ,.1,6 L_L.~26 
U~ H~ U9~ u:;; U~i 4:m ni~ §:Ntt n~a ~:m U§~ tm I U~~ I U~ ~:g~~ U6i ~.~~ ~:i;1.~ ~.~ ~.091 4.~ ~·n! ~.~~6 ~.109 ~·m 2'~!~ ~.8~~ 6.~~~ 6.~~2 6'§§I q}~ I PI2 
>."'" ,:Ii~, ,.,,0 ~.o~ 4.28, ~."" ~.,86 ".0~2 ".,0, ".""' ".81, 6.0(( 6,'~2 6."" 6.8~, ".10, 
n~ ~:45~ ~:m n:u ;::m :::m :::m :::m U~6 §:m U~~ ~:m I n~i U~~ ~:m I ~:m 
3.178 3.1111 3.649 3.1190 ~.138 4.377 4.616 ~.869 5.126 5.366 5.626 5.883 6.139 6.385 6.6~7 6.888 
3.1;7 3.369 3.606 3.847 ~.083 ~.325 ~.570 ~.815 5.071 5.311 ~.56} 5.819 6.074 6.321 6.573 6.823 
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TABLE ~.- Y-PAHEL PROPERTIES ~ '0 . 51'~ ~WA.9.~; ~. 1. 04; ~. 1.06; b~=0.94; _ttF=2.1~; ::l;:bb =0:69 ; ,!- =1; !;;=2 . 0; r. .6.~ ~ s w w w w w 'W s s :J 
~ 13 24 26 28 b ~ 19 20 21 22 2~ 25 27 29 30 31 32 3~ Os 
ii d~~ i:m Lm 1 . 812 1. ~}2 i:m LW U~g U~iI 1.92ij Lm i:§jg 1 .97ij 1.989 2. 00'1 t~~g 1. 790 1.!10 1.901 1.950 1.966 1.981 l.m UiZ i :ng i:Ug i :m 1. 8M 1.827 U~~ 1.!62 U~g i:m i·m U~~ H~ i '~~~ 1.97.4 1 . e 1 .788 1.807 1.82 1 8~2 l.q~: I1r- d~~ Uj~ n~~ i: l~~ i:m U5i U6~ t:7~~ Ug5 i :m l. ~j~ i :W 1. 8~7 1.902 1.917 1. 9}2 1.! 1.868 U8a 1.898 1.912 
Ht- Lm Uil~ Ul~ 1. 97 i:m 1. 73~ i:m U~~ i:m U~~ 1.818 1.8}~ Lm i·=f.; t·m 1.89} 1 . 681 1 . 7i 7 1. 801 1.816 1 87~ . bO~ 1.~28 i:m U~6 U~g U~6 q~3 ~. 735 t:m U~~ t:m i:m Lm 1 . 829 1.8ijij t:m }2 I.59~ 1.61} 1. 720 1 . 81} 1.827 
~a 1.581 1.600 1 .618 1.6}6 U~ 1.671 1. S8 l.l05 1.721 1. 7}7 1.752 1.768 1.78} 1·797 1.811 1.826 U~~ U~iI U~~ 1.62} Uil4 t :m 1. 5?~ t:m Ug~ t:m i:m t:m t:m t:m t :m i- 1.610 1.627 .6 d;; U~f U~~ Ui~ U~~ Uf9 U3S U~~ t:m t:m l:W LZ?~ i:m l'~a6 1. 7b7 U~~ 1. 94 l.l11 1·7 1. 746 }8 1.522 1.5 0 q~~ 1. 5r 1.591 1.6°l 1.62} 1.6}9 l.6a~ 1,669 1 .68 1. 98 1. 71} 1.724 1.7 1. 7il ~ U~~ t:m u;;~ U~g 1 :~~5 1.611 U i l UJi t:m UZg U~f i'l~~ 1. ~: Ui~ 1:~/ r 1 . 6 . 8 1.600 1 . 62 1 28 1r- t; 1:~~ l~il~ 1 : ~~~ L2ia U~ U~i Ui§ Ui~ U~§ ug~ un U5~ U~ l.b79 1~2 U~5 1. 82 . 98 1. 65l U4~ 116 1.450 1.466 1.4t11 i:!l;7 u;~ 1.52 1.5 1 1.555 1.569 1.583 1.597 1.610 1.62} 1.£3 1.662 i- 1.435 U~~ i:~~~ U~~ U~~ U~~ i:m Lm Ufg Uli i:m U~~ U~~ 1.630 1.642 1 . 420 1 . 4S0 1.612 1.6211 1:~4 1 . ~22 i:m i:45~ i :4;i i:m i:~~ U~~ 1.5;~ ~ .532 U~6 1.5il~ 1.570 1.5~2 1.2TF ~ 5~ 1.~09 1.517 1.5 2 1.5511 1.566 1. 5l8 1.590 
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TABLE 5·- Y-PAN~L PROPERTIES ~ = C ' 79; ~=9.3; ~=1.04; ~=l.06; ~ =0.94; ·~=2 . 13; ~=0 . 69; f,y=l; -tg=2 . 3; fs=7.~ 
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
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TABLE 6.- Y- PANEL PROPERTIES ~=1.00; ~=9.3; ~~1. 04; ~ = 1.06; ~=0.94; ~=2.13; ~=0.69; f.;=1; 1;=2 .4 ; ts=7.~ 
I~ 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 fS 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
~ UH ~:m ~:m UH U6~ U4~ ~:m n~~ U26 U§4 ~3:.H~3 n~~ U~6 ~:m ~:m ~:m 
25 ~,0084;~ ~·.0~~0;3 ~ .. 11;I~6 ~ .. 21'~~ ~ .. 226241 3.304 3.343 3·380 3. 416 3. 450 0 3.516 3·~3 3 . 2I§ 3.§Oa ~'§D ~ ,." O~l ,.," ) Lt,). 3.261 '3.300 3.338 3. 373 3. 408 3 . 441 3,['74 3 . 000 '1.",0 '1.,6 >"~2 
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Figure 3. - Direct-reading des/gn charI for flat compression panels of 755-T aluminum 
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Figure 12.- Plot for obtaining design from design chart$. 
